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The nominations from the club for the Ivan Webb Memorial Trophy and J.C. Millard Memorial
Trophy were required to be submitted to Motorsport Ireland during the past week.  
  The nominations this year are:   
  Ivan Webb Memorial Trophy - Ann Fitzgerald   
  J.C. Millard Memorial Trophy - Shay Power   
  The Ivan Webb Memorial Trophy: Is awarded annually to “a person, male or female, who in
the opinion of the Selection Committee has contributed in a significant way to the support or
promotion of Irish Motorsport during the past year or over a number of years." 
 
  Carrying out her role as club secretary Ann works day in day out. This is not just over the
passed twelve months but longer than a lot of us can remember. Coming home from a days
work to face into a few hours of club work is not easy but Ann still shows the drive and
determination that makes the club what it is today.
  
    J.C. Millard Memorial Trophy: Is awarded annually to a competitor who has shown a
sporting spirit in their involvement in the sport.  It does not look solely at results but also at the
manner of participation in the sport, particularly at their help either to other competitors,
organisers or the sport in general.      In shay's case if the
award was based on results he would be surely in with a shout after clenching the 2011 Triton
Showers South East Stages Title in Wexford but this award is not just given on results alone
and Shay's sportmanship and work throughtout each year goes on much in character with the
man himself. He could be tagged as a gentle giant or the name I like better "The quiet man of
Rallying". Shay does not just compete, he's there when help is required for an event or as a
sponsor, this years Ravens Rock comes to mind when shay sponsored one of the stages but
was also on hand to offer his machinery for a clean up of the service area before the event. The
biggest job the Shay carries out each year probably goes unseen to most but for him one our
most important events would not go ahead, next March when the Wille Loughman comes
around every stone you walk on has been put in place by Shay. 
 
 
Win or not these are the people that make our club strong, best of luck to both...
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